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Abstract: Power system inertia is an essential part of grid frequency control. The number of syn-
chronously connected machines, which inherently provide inertia, is decreasing due to the transition
to renewable energies. Conventional generation units are being replaced by renewable generation
units which are connected to the grid via frequency converters. Some power systems already suffer
from too little power system inertia. Hence, inertia is a valuable yet non-traded commodity. A
day-ahead dispatch methodology to secure power system inertia was developed and is applied and
assessed in this work. Day-ahead market data of the combined market of the Republic of Ireland and
Northern Ireland is used. If the superimposition of sell and buy bids results in insufficient inertia, the
dispatch algorithm is applied. In decreasing price order, non-inertia-providing sell bids get replaced
by the following sell bids in the merit order. The iterative process is repeated until sufficient inertia is
in the system. The provision of synthetic inertia by wind turbines is considered in the process. The
costs for additional stored kinetic energy for the assessed time periods and scenarios result in costs
ranging from 1.02 to 4.49 EUR/kgm2.

Keywords: inertia; power market; power system inertia; synthetic inertia; wind turbines

1. Introduction

The absolute need to decarbonise energy systems is indisputable. In order to achieve
greenhouse gas emission targets, the power system generation mix shifts from a generation
mix based on fossil fuel driven generation sources to a mix based on renewable generation
sources [1]. The increasing share of renewable energy sources challenges power system
operators and authorities [1], and power markets [2]. An important challenge is the
maintenance of grid frequency controllability due to decreasing power system inertia [1].

Power system inertia is an essential, yet passive part of grid frequency control [1].
The grid frequency itself is the indicator for power balance in AC power systems [3].
If power supply and power demand, including grid losses, are balanced, the grid frequency
is constant [3]. In case power supply surpasses power demand, the grid frequency increases
and vice versa [3]. The grid frequency is a representation of the rotational speed of all
synchronously connected rotating masses in power systems [3]. The speed with which the
grid frequency changes in the event of a power imbalance, commonly known as the rate of
change of frequency (ROCOF), is determined by the synchronously connected machines
with their rotating masses, i.e., their moments of inertia [3]. Higher power system inertia
decreases the rate with which the grid frequency changes [1]. If the grid frequency increases,
the rotational speed of the synchronously connected machines increases and kinetic energy
is stored in the rotational motion [1]. If the grid frequency decreases, the rotational speed
decreases and kinetic energy is released into the grid [1]. Thereby, the speed with which
the grid frequency changes is reduced and units providing grid frequency stability services,
like frequency containment reserves, are supplied with sufficient time to adapt their power
generation output [1].
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Most synchronously connected machines are synchronous generators of conventional
power plants [1]. Power system inertia is supplied by synchronously connected units of
power consumers too [4]. Due to the replacement of fossil fuel power plants, the number of
synchronous generators and thereby the amount of inertia in power systems is decreasing.
State of the art wind turbines (WT) and photovoltaic systems are connected to the grid via
frequency converters [1]. Hence, they do not provide an inertia contribution in the event of
a power imbalance [1]. However, WT are able to mimic the behaviour of a synchronous
machine in the event of a power imbalance by applying additional control strategies and
changing the rotational speed of the WT rotor [5]. This is commonly known as synthetic
inertia (SI) [1]. A novel approach to provide SI continuously with WT [6], will be applied
in this work.

Some transmission system operator (TSO) already demand generation sources like
WT to provide an inertia contribution, e.g., in the event of an under frequency situation [7].
The Irish power system, meaning the interconnected systems of the Republic of Ireland
and Northern Ireland, is characterised by a high share of non-synchronous generation
sources, mostly WT [8]. During certain hours, power generation from renewable sources
has to be turned-off or dispatched down for power system security reasons [8]. Statistics
regarding dispatched down generation WT energy is published frequently by the TSO [9].
Reasons for such measures are localised network reasons (constraints) or system-wide
reasons (curtailment), such as high non-synchronous penetration or low power system
inertia [8]. Hence, as the share of renewable generation sources emerges in power systems
all around the world, the present all-island Irish power system represents a future state
of other systems. As the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland are both industrialised
countries, research findings can be transferred and applied on larger power systems. Still,
the sizes and number of units of the system are perfectly manageable for research purposes.

Inertia is not yet a tradeable commodity nor is it economically researched in detail [2].
A novel dispatch methodology to secure grid frequency controllability by sufficient power
system inertia is introduced in [10]. This dispatch methodology calculates the amount
of inertia based on trading results of the day-ahead spot market [10]. In the event of
insufficient inertia, the most expensive non-inertia supplying unit is replaced by the
following unit in the merit order whose bid was previously outside the market balance [10].
This process is repeated until the necessary quantity of inertia is achieved [10].

The purpose of the work at hand was to apply a novel inertia dispatch methodol-
ogy. The methodology determines the lowest day-ahead market dispatch cost solution
whilst ensuring a sufficient amount of inertia. Additional inertia due to the application
of the methodology can be economically quantified. A further research contribution is
the introduction and assessment of SI provided by WT as part of the dispatch solution.
Therefore, available day-ahead market data of the single electricity market of the Republic
of Ireland and Northern Ireland are used. A period of six months is analysed. The applied
methodology results, if necessary due to low power system inertia, in a new market equilib-
rium. Therefore, the upcoming Section 2 first reviews system inertia in dispatch modeling
publications followed by an introduction to SI provision from WT. Section 3 describes the
researched dispatch methodology functionality and applied data. Results are presented in
Section 4 and discussed in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the findings.

2. Literature Review

In the following, research regarding power system inertia as part of dispatch modeling
is introduced. Afterwards, the methodology for continuous provision of emulated inertia
by WT is explained.

2.1. Inertia in Power System Dispatch Modeling

Various publication attempt to incorporate frequency response as a system security
constraint into dispatch problems. Power system inertia, being the passive part of power
frequency response services, is a variable co-optimised by the dispatch model.
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One of the first works considering costs for power system security is outlined by
O’Sullivan and O’Mally [11]. They propose a new economic dispatch methodology for a
small isolated power system. Costs for the provision of sufficient reserve to prevent load
shedding is assessed with costs associated with load shedding, thus dispatch costs against
costs for load shedding. The cases researched consider the loss of the three largest units
in the system. However, the work does not consider whether sufficient power system
inertia is available for power frequency control. Additionally, the proposed methodology
is not compatible with modern market dispatch algorithms as stated in [12]. Therefore,
Doherty et al. propose a novel approach to ensure frequency control which is compatible
with modern market clearing engines [12]. A ROCOF and a lower bound power frequency
constraint is proposed, being co-optimised in a linear programming market-clearing algo-
rithm. The system assessed, is the all island system of the Republic of Ireland and Northern
Ireland. It is concluded that the frequency-based security constraints is successfully in-
cluded into the proposed linear programming dispatch algorithm. However, it can not
be applied in large and small power systems equally. Whilst considering stored kinetic
energy for power frequency control, only synchronous inertia is considered. A novel
stochastic economic dispatch model to optimally schedule energy and reserve is intro-
duced by Lee et al. [13]. Reserves are geographically co-optimised and capacity left for
power increase and ramp rates on system frequency. Using generic cost data, the model
outcome is assessed against ERCOT network and load data from summer 2011. A shortfall
in synchronous inertia within the unit commitment and economic dispatch model PLEXOS
for Ireland and Northern Ireland is analysed by Daly et al. [14]. Therefore, a static and a
dynamic inertia constrained based on the largest in- or outfeed is formulated to limit the
ROCOF. Whilst optimising for system costs, additionally, wind curtailment is minimised. It
is concluded that there is the need to formulate specific inertial policy. Although, the work
assesses wind curtailment reduction, SI is not considered for power frequency stability.
Teng et al. formulated a simplified dynamic frequency model to formulate constraints
incorporated in a stochastic unit commitment model [15]. The uncertainty due to wind
feed-in on power system inertia is quantified and taken into account in the constraint
formulation. Scheduling energy production, standing/spinning reserve and inertia depen-
dent fast frequency response are cost-optimised on the power system of Great Britain for
the year 2030. An important conclusion is that “synthetic inertia from wind turbines is
believed to play an important role in supporting the frequency performance in the future
low carbon power system” [15]. On a higher spatial level, namely, the 28 member states
of the EU as in 2017, Collins et al. assessed the robustness of the power sector based
on the PRIMES-REF scenario of the year 2040 applying higher technical and temporal
resolution [16]. The unit commitment and economic dispatch tool PLEXOS is used to
quantify variable renewable electricity curtailment, levels of interconnector congestion and
wholesale electricity prices [16]. Considered as well is the maintenance of sufficient levels
of power system inertia for frequency control. However, SI from WT is not considered
to contribute to frequency control. Analysing the ERCOT power system, a mixed-integer
linear program was formulated using PLEXOS by Johnson et al. resulting in unit com-
mitment and dispatch model to quantify system inertia [17]. A system inertia constraint
was added to the unit commitment and dispatch model. The results show that “models
without a system inertia constraint are not fully capturing the impact of variable renewable
energy on the generation mix” [17]. More importantly: “As grids integrate more renewable
energy, relying on the current method of delivering inertia will see escalating costs, which
demonstrates the value of integrating new sources of inertia, like synthetic inertia from
wind turbines” [17].

As indicated by the literature review, there is a growing interest in modeling sys-
tem inertia in power systems, and including inertia deployment as part of the dispatch
problem. A valuable research contribution of the work at hand is the integration of SI
providing WT into the modeling process and assessing its influence on power prices.
Further, the presented inertia dispatch methodology allows for a cost assessment of the
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additionally supplied inertia. Instead of using generic cost data as in previous research,
this work applies actual bidding data from the Irish power market.

2.2. Synthetic Inertia by Wind Turbines

Some power systems with a high level of frequency converter based generation already
experience times with low power system inertia [1]. TSO reacted to this development
and require WT to provide services like fast frequency response or SI; one of the first
beeing Hydro Québec TransÉnergie [7]. The definition of SI under TSO is not consistent [6].
Basically, three different methods are used: first, the additional power output of the WT
when the power frequency exceeds a defined ROCOF threshold; second, power increase
is activated when a grid frequency threshold is exceeded and third, the emulation of
the behavior of a synchronous generator independently from ROCOF or grid frequency
thresholds [6].

Emulation of the behaviour of a synchronous generator using WT applying different
control strategies has been presented and discussed in literature for many year [18]. A novel,
more system relevant expedient control strategy to provide SI continuously is presented
by Gloe et al. [6], which will be used in this work, and is therefore briefly introduced in
the following: A general approach to provide SI with WT is to adapt the electric power
output based on the ROCOF. This deviation of the electric power from the wind power
causes the WT rotor to release or store kinetic energy, and hence change the rotational
speed of the rotor. As a result, the WT might run at a non-optimal rotational speed, which
in the worst case, leads to the disconnection of the WT from the power system. Hence,
the inertia support of the WT and the non-inertia related power feed-in is lost. Thus,
the grid situation from the TSO’s point of view changes for the worse. WT operators and
TSO have different interests when it comes to the provision of SI. WT operators want to
maximize the turbines energy yield, whilst grid operators require a reliable provision of SI.
To unite both interests, the variable inertia (Hvar) controller was developed by Gloe et al. [6].
The authors propose to scale the inertia constant to be emulated (Hdem) with the operating
point of the WT, considering the cut-in speed of the WT. The inertia constant is a measure
for the units inertia, indicating the theoretical time a synchronous generator is able to
provide its nominal power only by the generators stored kinetic energy [1]. Hdem is defined
by the TSO based on the power system requirements. Hvar/Hdem is thus calculated as
follows:

Hvar

Hdem
=

0.5 · JWT · (ω2
actual,WT − ω2

cut−in,WT)

0.5 · JWT · (ω2
rated,WT − ω2

cut−in,WT)
(1)

Figure 1 visualizes the relation of the variable inertia constant, Hvar, with respect to
the demanded inertia constant, Hdem and the operating range of the WT. By design of the
variable H controller, the TSO is ensured to be provided with sufficient SI. At the same time,
the TSO has not to fear the loss of WT power feed-in due to the rotor speed dropping below
ωcut−in,WT whilst providing SI. On the other side, the impact on the energy yield for the WT
operator is reduced to a minimum. Hence, the control strategy of Gloe et al. compensates
for the possible disconnection of WT due to too low rotor speed which previous research
did not account for.
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Figure 1. Characteristics of the variable H controller [6].

3. Data and Methods

In the upcoming subsections the methodology of the applied inertia dispatch algo-
rithm is presented and how SI is modeled and incorporated. Assumptions regarding the
applied data are presented and the developed scenarios and data itself.

3.1. Inertia Dispatch Methodology

The basic functionality of the inertia dispatch methodology is introduced and dis-
cussed in detail in a paper published in 2018 [10]. The following subsection summarises
the essence of the inertia dispatch methodology, its functionality and presenting how it is
applied in this work. It is illustrated in Figure 2.

The process is started by importing all data (see step 1 in Figure 2) as listed in Table 1
and further detailed in Section 3.3. Thereafter, for every trading period of all imported bid
files (see step 2 in Figure 2) all buy bids for electrical energy for a given trading period
are arranged increasingly by the price (see blue graph in Figure 3). Sell bids are arranged
decreasingly (see orange graph in Figure 3). The intersection of the demand and supply
curves result in the market equilibrium. The market equilibrium indicates the market
price (PI) and the amount of traded energy (EI). Once the market equilibrium is achieved,
the potential stored kinetic energy of the bidding unit is calculated. For each bidding
unit in the Irish power market, the rated power is known (see list of registered units in
Table 1) [19]. The inertia constant for the respective unit is derived from literature (see
Table 2). The product of the inertia constant and the rated power results in the stored kinetic
energy. The algorithm checks, whether sufficient inertia is provided by the dispatched
power generation units (see step 3 in Figure 2). In case, the calculated stored kinetic energy
is below a minimum requirement defined by the TSO, the inertia dispatch methodology is
applied. Otherwise, the market equilibrium for the following trading period is generated.
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Figure 2. Simplified flow chart of the day-ahead market including the dispatch methodology to supply sufficient power
system inertia (based on [10]). The dotted line, marking the inertia dispatch algorithm, cuts the supply box in half,
symbolising the algorithm’s influence on the merit order.

Table 1. Overview of the applied data and information.

Data Content/Description Sources

WT Hvar Characteristics Data to determine Hvar [6]
List of Registered Units List containing Resource name, installed capacity, fuel type [19]
WT Location List of WT locations per county [20]
Historical Wind Speed Data Wind speed data in hourly resolution [21]
NREL 5 MW Data Power curve & power vs. Speed characteristic [22]
Day-Ahead Market Data Sell and buy bids per trading period [23]
Exchange Rates Pound Sterling-Euro exchange rates [24]
ENTSO-E Generation Data Generation data of units not trading on day-ahead market [25]
System Operational Constraints Information regarding demanded kinetic energy [26]
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Figure 3. Intersection of the supply (blue) and demand (orange) graph before application (BA) of the
inertia dispatch algorithm.

Table 2. Inertia constants for different power generation types.

Fuel Type Hlow (s) Hhigh (s) Sources

Biomass 2 - [27]
Coal 4 4.25 [27,28]
Distillate 3.5 - [27]
Gas 3.5 6.25 [27,29]
Hydro 1 4.5 [28,29]
Oil 3.5 - [27]
Peat 3.7 - [27]
Pump Storage 5.5 6.35 [27,29]

In case the inertia calculation (step 3 in Figure 2) results in an insufficient amount
of power system inertia as it is predefined by the TSO, the inertia dispatch methodology
is applied. At first, it is checked whether SI by WT is considered (step 3 in Figure 2) in
the researched scenario. If SI by WT is not considered, step 5 (calculation of wind inertia)
is skipped. Otherwise, SI by WT is calculated as explained in detail in Section 3.2. This
distinction is important, as it is the purpose of the work at hand to assess the influence of
SI from WT on power prices. Hence, in the base scenarios step 5 is skipped and to analyse
the influence of SI step 5 is executed.

With or without applying SI calculation (step 5 in Figure 2), the supply bid curve
is restructured (see step 6 in Figure 2) as explained in the following. In the first step,
the most expensive, non-inertia-providing generation unit with a price equal to or below
the market equilibrium price is removed from the merit order. Next, in order to supply
the energy demand, the following generation unit in the merit order is selected and a
new market equilibrium is achieved. Thereby, the adapted supply curve is shifted to the
left. The market price is then equal to or higher compared to the previous market price.
Afterwards, the amount of inertia is calculated again, which is equal to or higher compared
to the previous one. If the newly calculated amount of inertia is still insufficient, i.e., below
the defined value of the TSO, the whole process is executed and iterated until sufficient
inertia is achieved (see the green graph in Figure 4). Hence, a new market equilibrium (see
PI I and EI I in Figure 4). By this process, the grid is provided with sufficient amount of
inertia to ensure controllability of the grid frequency.
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Figure 4. Intersection of the supply (blue) and demand (orange) graph before application (BA) of
the inertia dispatch algorithm, and the demand graph (green) after application (AA) of the inertia
dispatch algorithm.

Even though the methodology of models reviewed in Section 2 is published, the used
tools and most of the model itself remains a “black box”. There are many reasons to fully
publish models and underlying code and simplify accessibility by using free software
and tools [30]. Therefore, following the open science approach, the logic inertia dispatch
methodology is translated into Python code. The methodology has previously not been
used in any modeling environment. The files containing the full model are available on
GitHub and published under the GNU General Public License v3.0 [31].

3.2. Modeling Synthetic Inertia for the Inertia Dispatch Methodology

The introduced inertia dispatch methodology did not include SI in the first place [10].
Nevertheless, it can easily be integrated. The inertia dispatch methodology only distin-
guishes whether a unit is providing inertia or not. Whether inertia is provided in the
form of synchronous inertia from a synchronous generator or in the form of emulated
inertia, i.e., SI, by a WT is of no matter. Therefore and for the purpose of the work at hand,
the potential available SI from WT is calculated and integrated into the inertia dispatch
methodology. Section 2.2 briefly introduces the continuous variable H controller which is
used to calculate the potential available kinetic energy from WT in the power system of
Ireland. Figure 5 illustrates the methodology to calculate the potential available inertia of
the WT as part of the inertia dispatch methodology as a whole depicted in Figure 2. Table 1
summarises the applied data.

Each bid of the merit order for the respective trading period, is checked to be a wind
generation source given by information of the list of registered units (see step 1 in Figure 5).
Afterwards, in step 2, information about the location of the wind source is gathered [20].
Having the location of the WT, wind data from the nearest wind measurement source (see
Table 1-Wind measurement data and step 3 in Figure 5) is used to determine the power of
the WT (see step 4 in Figure 5) [21]. Therefore, the power curve in per unit as depicted in
Figure 6 from the NREL 5 MW WT is applied [22]. The normalized power is then used to
determine the respective normalized rotational speed (see step 5 in Figures 5 and 7). In the
following step 6, the inertia constant is determined by using the normalized rotational
speed vs. Hvar/Hdem characteristic (see Figure 1). The potential stored kinetic energy
by the WT can finally be calculated by multiplying Hvar and the installed WT capacity.
This process is executed for each wind unit bidding at the power market in the respective
trading period.
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3.3. Power Market Data and Scenarios

The intention of the work at hand is, to asses and apply the inertia dispatch method-
ology. Therefore, data provided by the power market operator of the combined market
of the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland is used. The all-island power system of
the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland was chosen to be researched, as it already
today is characterised by little sources of synchronous inertia and, at the same time, having
a high share of wind generation units installed. Additionally, it is a power system with a
manageable number of generation units for research purposes and only being connected
via HVDC transmission lines with other synchronous areas. The time period researched
starts on 2020-03-06 and ends on 2020-09-21. It is assumed that a six month period covers
most situations a power system experiences. Meaning, seasonal, weekly, daily patterns of
power demand and wind speed and singularities like public holidays. Therefore, the re-
searched time period is representative. Data provided by the market operator and from
the ENTSO-E is incorporated without adjustments. A set of data of all registered units
from April 2020 provides basic information like registered capacities and fuel types of the
market participants [19]. Bid data containing sell and buy offers of all participants with
quantity and price combinations are provided by the market operator [23]. Bids are offered
in either Euro or in Pound Sterling [24]. The necessary exchange rate to convert currencies
is provided in the market result data sets [23]. Data provided by the ENTSO-E is used
to account for the inertia from generation units not traded on the day-ahead market [25].
Table 1 summarises the applied data.

Information about the moment of inertia of each generation unit is available neither
through the power market operator nor through the TSO. Hence, inertia data per fuel type
is derived from literature [27–29]. Table 2 provides an overview about the upper (Hhigh)
and lower bound (Hlow) of the applicable range of inertia constants. Table 2 reveals that for
some fuel types, a wide range of inertia constants is available. Without deeper insight into
technical specifications of each generation unit, a precise allocation of the inertia constant
is not possible. Hence, for the purpose of this work, two assumptions regarding the inertia
constant per unit is made. The first assumption uses the lower bound values of Table 2
(Hlow). The second assumption uses the upper bound values (Hhigh). If only one value,
i.e., not a range, is provided in Table 2, this value is applied in both cases.

The TSO of the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland indicates an operation limit
of inertia in terms of kinetic energy (Ekin,dem) [26]. At least 23,000 MWs have to be present
in the whole system at any time [26]. The stored kinetic energy (Ekin,i) per synchronous
unit can be calculated by multiplying the inertia constant of a generator (Hi) with its rated
apparent power (Si) [1]. The system-wide stored kinetic energy is calculated by summing
up the individual kinetic energies of all synchronous generators.
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It is not stated by the TSO whether inertia provided by power loads is taken into
account. However, literature shows that about 20% of the average system inertia is supplied
by power consumers [4,32]. To take this fact into account, two assumptions for the required
inertia, in this case the required stored kinetic energy, are made. The first assumption is
a required operation limit of kinetic energy of 23,000 MWs and the second assumption is
an operation limit of kinetic energy of 18,400 MWs. The latter number takes a 20% inertia
provision by power consumers into account.

Based on the assumptions made for the inertia constant per fuel type and for the
required operation limit of kinetic energy, four scenarios sets are assessed as described in
the following:

• A combination of a high required operation limit of kinetic energy (23,000 MWs) and
high inertia constants (Hhigh) per fuel type;

• A combination of a high required operation limit of kinetic energy (23,000 MWs) and
low inertia constants (Hlow) per fuel type;

• A combination of a low required operation limit of kinetic energy (18,400 MWs) and
high inertia constants (Hhigh) per fuel type;

• A combination of a low required operation limit of kinetic energy (18,400 MWs) and
low inertia constants (Hlow) per fuel type.

Each scenario set is then further divided into one scenario which does not contain
SI from WT and one scenario which includes SI from WT. Hence, in total eight scenario
are defined.

4. Results

In total, 4799 trading periods of the Irish day-ahead power market were researched
by applying the inertia dispatch methodology. The analysis started on 2020-03-06 and
ended on 2020-09-21. Table 3 sums up the overall results of the dispatch methodology
application. Based on the combination of demanded kinetic energy by the TSO and
whether inertia contribution from power consumers is applied (Ekin,dem = 23,000 MWs or
Ekin,dem = 18,400 MWs), the assumptions of the inertia constant per generator type (Hlow or
Hhigh) and whether SI contribution is considered or not (SI or non-SI), the number of times
where market balance results in insufficient kinetic energy varies significantly (see column
Times of methodology application of Table 3). The outcome was 133 times up to 4683 times
of insufficient inertia. Obviously, a combination of a lower demand for stored kinetic
energy (Ekin,dem = 18,400 MWs), a higher assumed generator inertia constant (Hhigh) and
the application of SI by WT results in significantly fewer times of insufficient power system
inertia compared to less beneficial system conditions. For the combination of Ekin,dem =
23,000 MWs, Hlow and no SI contribution by WT, 4683 out of 4799 times the market dispatch
results in insufficient stored kinetic energy.

Table 3. Methodology results.

Scenario Times of Methodology
Application Times of No Solution Costs for Additional Inertia

(EUR/kgm2)

Ekin,dem = 23,000 MWs, Hhigh, non-SI 789 38 4.49
Ekin,dem = 23,000 MWs, Hhigh, SI 507 5 3.98
Ekin,dem = 18,400 MWs, Hhigh, non-SI 306 0 1.7
Ekin,dem = 18,400 MWs, Hhigh, SI 133 0 1.02
Ekin,dem = 23,000 MWs, Hlow, non-SI 4683 4129 -
Ekin,dem = 23,000 MWs, Hlow, SI 4573 3591 -
Ekin,dem = 18,400 MWs, Hlow, non-SI 3163 1358 -
Ekin,dem = 18,400 MWs, Hlow, SI 2547 896 -

A similar pattern can be observed when considering the number of times the inertia
dispatch algorithm is not able to meet the condition of sufficient system kinetic energy.
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The number of times no solution could be found ranged from 0 for two combinations
(Ekin,dem = 18,400 MWs, Hhigh, non-SI and Ekin,dem = 18,400 MWs, Hhigh, SI) up to 4129 for
the combination Ekin,dem = 23,000 MWs, Hlow and non-SI. Again, a less beneficial combina-
tion complicates the process of finding a dispatch solution resulting in sufficient power
system inertia.

Figures 8–11 depict results of two days on which the inertia dispatch algorithm was
applied. Figures 8 and 10 both depict the influence of the inertia dispatch methodology
of the overall system inertia. Figures 9 and 11 both depict the day-ahead market price
changes due to application of the inertia dispatch algorithm. Results of a day with a higher
average system kinetic energy are shown in Figure 8 and for the price in Figure 9, whereas
a day with lower average kinetic energy is shown in Figure 10 and the price for the same
day in Figure 11. Each subplot of the Figures shows a different combination of Ekin,dem and
the assumption of the generators inertia constant (Hlow or Hhigh). The blue line depicts the
scenario where SI by WT is not considered and the black line where SI by WT is integrated.
The solid line illustrates the result before application (BA) of the inertia dispatch algorithm
and the dotted blue line the result after application (AA) of the algorithm. The green area
in Figures 8 and 10 within each subplot, depicts the stored kinetic energy provided by
units which are not trading on the day-ahead market and the red dotted line the demanded
system kinetic energy.
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Figure 8. Algorithm results of 2020-06-11. (a) Scenario: low operational limit of kinetic energy
and low inertia constants per fuel type, (b) Scenario: low operational limit of kinetic energy and
high inertia constants per fuel type, (c) Scenario: high operational limit of kinetic energy and low
inertia constants per fuel type, (d) Scenario: high operational limit of kinetic energy and high inertia
constants per fuel type. Each subplot depicts the overall system-wide stored kinetic energy with
(black graph) and without (blue graph) system inertia by WT before (BA) and after application (AA)
of the inertia dispatch methodology. The green area depicts the stored kinetic energy of units which
are not traded on the day-ahead market.
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Figure 9. Algorithm results of the 2020-06-11. (a) Scenario: low operational limit of kinetic energy
and low inertia constants per fuel type, (b) Scenario: low operational limit of kinetic energy and
high inertia constants per fuel type, (c) Scenario: high operational limit of kinetic energy and low
inertia constants per fuel type, (d) Scenario: high operational limit of kinetic energy and high
inertia constants per fuel type. Each subplot illustrates the market price with (black graph) and
without (blue graph) system inertia by WT before (BA) and after application (AA) of the inertia
dispatch methodology.
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Figure 10. Algorithm results of the 2020-04-12. (a) Scenario: low operational limit of kinetic energy
and low inertia constants per fuel type, (b) Scenario: low operational limit of kinetic energy and
high inertia constants per fuel type, (c) Scenario: high operational limit of kinetic energy and low
inertia constants per fuel type, (d) Scenario: high operational limit of kinetic energy and high inertia
constants per fuel type. Each subplot depicts the overall system-wide stored kinetic energy with
(black graph) and without (blue graph) system inertia by WT before (BA) and after application (AA)
of the inertia dispatch methodology. The green area depicts the stored kinetic energy of units which
are not traded on the day-ahead market.
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Figure 11. Algorithm results of the 2020-04-12. (a) Scenario: low operational limit of kinetic energy
and low inertia constants per fuel type, (b) Scenario: low operational limit of kinetic energy and
high inertia constants per fuel type, (c) Scenario: high operational limit of kinetic energy and low
inertia constants per fuel type, (d) Scenario: high operational limit of kinetic energy and high
inertia constants per fuel type. Each subplot illustrates the market price with (black graph) and
without (blue graph) system inertia by WT before (BA) and after application (AA) of the inertia
dispatch methodology.

The subplots in Figure 8 show the resulting stored system kinetic energy over time
for one day, in this case the 2020-06-11. The top left subplot depicts the results for the
combination Ekin,dem = 18,400 MWs and Hlow. The positive contribution of inertia supplying
WT is clearly visible. As the blue line (no SI contribution) is almost steadily below the
demanded system kinetic energy, the black line (SI contribution) is above the red dotted
line, especially from 5:00 to 19:00. After application of the dispatch algorithm sufficient
stored kinetic energy can be achieved for the whole day. This is represented by both
dotted lines being above the demanded kinetic energy (red line). The price illustration for
the same day and combination is depicted in the top left subplot of Figure 9. If no SI is
provided by WT significantly more inertia needs to be supplied by synchronous generators
which is visible by higher prices. As by nature of the inertia dispatch algorithm, the merit
order is restructured and synchronous generators are included as long as kinetic energy is
needed. The newly added synchronous generator sets the market balance price which is
obviously higher, most likely due to higher marginal prices. Price changes when inertia is
provided by WT is not as significant. The bottom left subplot of Figure 8 shows results of
the combination Ekin,dem = 23,000 MWs and Hlow. Without applying the inertia dispatch
algorithm, the system kinetic energy is below Ekin,dem all day. Applying the inertia dispatch
algorithm when inertia is provided by WT, during some hours of the day, the requirement
for sufficient system kinetic energy is achieved by the algorithm (see dotted black line).
Non-existing parts of the dotted black line indicates that no solution could be achieved by
the algorithm. The power price during the hours where the inertia algorithm is successful,
is in this scenario indicated by high prices of 500 EUR/MWh. For both remaining subplots
in Figure 8 (top right and bottom right subplot) both combinations result in sufficient
stored system kinetic energy for the whole day. Hence, the algorithm is not executed and
the power price does not change as visible in the top right and bottom right subplot in
Figure 9.

Figures 10 and 11 show the results for the 2020-04-12. A day which is characterised
by less system inertia compared to the previously explained scenario results. For every
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combination the inertia dispatch algorithm had to be executed as visible by the dotted
lines in the subplots in Figure 10. No solution was found by the algorithm for the scenario
Ekin,dem = 23,000 MWs and Hlow as visible in the bottom left subplot. Again, it is visible that
SI of WT is able to provide a significant amount of kinetic energy to the overall system
kinetic energy. This is particularly during the second half of the day. Figure 11 shows
the power price changes due to insufficient inertia. In some hours the price increases
significantly. See top left subplot at 10:00, 14:00, 15:00 and hours from 18:00 onward and
the first hours of the day until 04:00 in the bottom right subplot. As no solution was found
by the algorithm for the combination Ekin,dem = 23,000 MWs and Hlow (bottom left subplot),
only the power prices before application of the algorithm are illustrated.

Figure 12 shows the sales volume over time for each trading period of the analysed
time series. The sales volume for each trading period is calculated by multiplying the traded
volume and the power market price. Figure 12 is split into four subplots. Each of the four
subplots shows a combination possibility of Ekin,dem = 18,400 MWs, Ekin,dem = 23,000 MWs,
Hlow and Hhigh. A single subplot depicts the sales volume with (black graph) and without
(blue graph) SI provided by WT before (BA) and after application (AA) of the algorithm.
For each combination, the sales volume is in the range of 0 TEUR to 2500 TEUR. The combi-
nation Ekin,dem = 18,400 MWs and Hhigh leads to the scenario were the algorithm is activated
the least times compared to the other scenarios, whereas the combinations Ekin,dem =
18,400 MWs and Hlow leads to the highest times of algorithm activation. Further, the y-axis
labels for the combination Ekin,dem = 18,400 MWs and Hhigh ranges only from 0 TEUR to
750 TEUR.
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Figure 12. Sales volume over time before and after application of the methodology. (a) Scenario: high
operational limit of kinetic energy and high inertia constants per fuel type, (b) Scenario: high opera-
tional limit of kinetic energy and low inertia constants per fuel type, (c) Scenario: low operational
limit of kinetic energy and high inertia constants per fuel type, (d) Scenario: low operational limit of
kinetic energy and low inertia constants per fuel type.
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Figure 13 shows the accumulated sums of the sales volume for each scenario. Each
bar illustrates a single scenario. Except for the scenario Ekin,dem = 23,000 MWs and Hlow the
positive influence of SI from WT on the overall lower sales volume is visible. The overall
sales volume if SI is provided by WT is, except for one combination, significantly lower.
The likely explanation for the one exception is the the high number of times where the
algorithm was not able to find a solution to meet the condition of sufficient system kinetic
energy. Visible as well, is the fact that the assumption of higher generator inertia constants
leads to fewer activation of the algorithm and hence to lower total sales volumes.
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Figure 13. Total sales volume after application of the methodology. Each bar depicts a different
scenario combination.

It is already determined that the future trading unit for the commodity inertia should
be EUR/kgm2 (or any other currency), whereas kgm2 is the unit of the moment of inertia
(J) of a synchronously connected machine [2]. By rearranging

Ekin,sys =
1
2

Jsys · (2π fgrid,nom)
2 (2)

where Ekin,sys is the system-wide stored kinetic energy, Jsys being the overall moment of
inertia and fgrid,nom is the nominal grid frequency of 50 Hz as in the case of the AC power
system of Ireland, the overall moment of inertia can be calculated to assess the additional
costs for the additionally supplied inertia. The fourth column of Table 3 shows the calcu-
lated results, which represent average values for the researched time period. With respect
to the additionally supplied inertia, the costs for inertia range from 1.02 EUR/kgm2 to
4.49 EUR/kgm2. The calculated results are in the same order of magnitude as previous
research indicate [2].

5. Discussion

To secure power system stability, the Irish TSO has defined objectives of various
operational constraints, one being the operational limit for inertia [26]. Based thereon is
the research presented in the work at hand. Comparing the results presented in Table 3
and the times where the inertia dispatch algorithm is applied and the All Island Quarterly
Wind Dispatch Down Report 2020 (Qtr. 3) there is a obvious abnormality [9]. The pub-
lished statistics [9] indicate the dispatched down energy by WT listed for each curtailment
category for each month. Table 3 lists the absolute number of times the inertia dispatch
methodology is applied for the different combinations. Even though the numbers are not
directly comparable, it is obvious that the dispatch algorithm tends to overestimate the
times of insufficient inertia in the power system.

One explanation is that the research was carried out with only publicly available data.
The TSO and the market operators publish various information. Still, the results indicate
that not all information which would lift the amount of stored kinetic energy in the power
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system up are obtainable. For example, power plants connected to the power system but
only used for self consumption—e.g., the case of steel mills. Small units not trading on the
market and connected to the distribution grid are not listed by the transparency platform
of the ENTSO-E. Though, if equipped with a synchronous generator, the units contribute
to the overall power system inertia. Second, the assumed inertia constant per fuel type
(Table 2) is crucial to estimating the overall power system inertia. Table 3 indicates a huge
gap comparing the scenarios applying Hlow and the scenarios applying Hhigh. The times
where the dispatch methodology was applied increased significantly when the lower inertia
constant bound (Hlow) was used. It is safe to assume that the scenarios applying the lower
bound of the inertia constant range (hlow) underestimate the power system inertia constant
clearly. Hence, it can be assumed that the actual inertia constant of the Irish generation units
is close to the upper bound values or even above. The same pattern, as described before, is
visible, where the application of the methodology results in no solution. The results of the
scenarios with the Hlow assumptions are rather unreasonable.

Figures 9 and 11 illustrate a pattern which is visible throughout most of the results.
Even a marginal increase of the power system inertia, due to the restructuring of the
merit order by the inertia dispatch algorithm, results in significant price increases up to
250 EUR/MWh and beyond. It can be assumed that applying the inertia dispatch algorithm
in reality, the biding structure of power plant operators would change. More power plant
operators would tend to bid, as due to the possibility of low power system inertia and
the perspective of the application of the inertia dispatch algorithm, their bids would be
accepted. This scenario is likely to result in more power selling bids and lower price bids.
Unfortunately, this cannot be simulated in this study, as the research at hand relies on
actual power market data and no generic literature cost data is used. The bidding behavior
of market participants under new market rules is not within the focus of this work.

A new bidding behavior of market participants would also decrease the number
of times the algorithm would not be able to find a solution. Finding no solution to the
problem formulation is obviously worst of all outcomes as the problem of insufficient
power system inertia remains to be solved by the TSO. Hence, the TSO has to activate other
sources providing inertia—for example, decommissioned power plants, which are most
likely decommissioned for safety or economical reasons, which ultimately increase overall
system costs; or storage units providing inertia, such as flywheels. Previous research
indicates that storage units solely used for the provision of inertia are vastly expensive [2].
Comparing the costs for additional inertia from Table 3 with results from [2] shows that the
application of the dispatch methodology and temporarily price increases are overall less
expensive than securing sufficient inertia by storage unit solutions. Still, a single market for
power system inertia has to be developed and should decreases costs for inertia in power
systems [33].

6. Conclusions

This study applied and assessed a novel dispatch methodology of the day-ahead
market to secure sufficient inertia in power systems and researched the influence of SI
provided by WT on power prices. The methodology allows to determine costs per addi-
tionally supplied inertia. This work applied actual data provided by the day-ahead market
operator of the combined power market of the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland,
and data from the TSO and the ENSTO-E. Eight scenarios were designed which cover
different inertia constants per fuel type, two operation limits of stored kinetic energy and
the application of SI provided by WT.

If basic market operation without application of the inertia market methodology
results in an insufficient level of stored kinetic energy, the arranged sell bids of the day-
ahead market are restructured. With respect to the researched scenario, SI is either part of
the process or is not. In decreasing price order, sell bids of units not providing inertia get
replaced by the following unit in the merit order. This iterative process is repeated until
a level of sufficient inertia is achieved, and then it continues in the next trading period.
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Trading periods where a sufficient amount of kinetic energy cannot be realised by the
algorithm occur.

Overall, a six month period with a total of 4799 trading periods was researched. Based
on the combination, the results differ significantly and the prices on the day-ahead market
increase significantly too. Applying SI provided by WT decreases costs and the number
of times the inertia dispatch methodology is applied. Naturally, a scenario with a lower
operational limit for inertia, higher assumed inertia constants for generation units and
inertia support from WT, results in fewer applications of the inertia dispatch algorithm
and lower costs for the additionally supplied inertia, compared to a scenario with a higher
operational limit for inertia and/or lower assumptions of inertia constants for different
generation units. The average cost per additionally supplied inertia ranges from 1.02 to
4.49 EUR/kgm2.

The inertia dispatch methodology assessed in this work is a useful approach with
which to secure a sufficient amount of inertia in power systems. However, it has limitations,
and the results clearly indicate that the provision of power system inertia in future power
systems has to be decoupled from the power market, because market prices resulting from
the inertia dispatch algorithm are too high. Future research has to assess whether a single
market for trading inertia is capable of providing sufficient inertia to secure grid frequency
controllability at reasonable system costs [2,33]. Similar to markets for primary frequency
control (where power is traded) or capacity markets, the provision of inertia for a certain
time period would be traded, rather than the actual utilisation of the system’s service
inertia [2]. As inertia is a non-traded commodity and its costs have so far been researched
only superficially, the results determined in this work can be seen as an indicator for future
prices on such a market for the provision of inertia.
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